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Globally, there is a manifest absence of agreed-upon formal standards relating to privacy and autonomy among liberal democratic states; moreover, problems have also arisen within individual states regarding governance and the use of surveillance technologies and applications. This presentation will discuss ongoing research in this area being conducted at John Jay. Several themes will be discussed including comparing the means of data collection (such as national identity systems) and their impact(s) on the rights of citizens in nations around the world along with the legal regimes for protecting these rights. Special emphasis will be given new concepts and innovative tools for governance and prevention of abuses... rather than response mechanisms to reported bad acts.

*This research and presentation is underwritten through a grant by the National Science Foundation (NSF #0619226)*

**Date:**  May 15, 2008  
**Time:**  3:15 PM  
**Location:**  Mathematics Conference Room - 4238N  
445 West 59th Street, New York City 10019

**RSVP:** Nicole Daniels at 212-237-8920 or email ndaniels@jjay.cuny.edu.  
For additional information please contact Professor Doug Salane, Director of the Center for Cybercrime Studies, at 212-237-8836 or email dsalane@jjay.cuny.edu.

The Center for Cybercrime Studies at John Jay College of Criminal Justice brings together scholars and practitioners to develop and disseminate knowledge, methods and tools needed in the fight against cyber crime.

*Refreshments will be served.*